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Abstract

The objective analysis of cytological and histological images has been the subject of research for many years now. One of the most dicult elds in histological image analysis is
the automated segmentation of tissue-section images. We propose a multistage segmentation method for the isolation of cell nuclei in such images. In the rst stage the Compact
Hough Transform (CHT) is used to determine possible locations of the nuclei. We then dene a likelihood function which enables us to perform an optimization procedure based on
the maximization of this function. Global grey-level histogram information is used thoughout
the algorithm to reduce the amount of computation and to reject unwanted artefacts. The
algorithm was tested on connective tissue images with very encouraging results. Apart from
detecting well-separated nuclei in the images, it performed well in separating dividing nuclei
into likely substructures. At the same time the algorithm provides us with a measure of
uncertainty along the detected boundary, in the form of the value of the likelihood function.

1 Introduction
In the last few years a number of studies have been presented that aim at rendering the interpretation of cytological images more objective [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The success of these studies has been
boosted by the increase in computational power of modern computer systems. This has allowed the
automated performance of tasks which were otherwise performed manually. However, the majority
of cytological and histological examinations are still performed manually, by inspection carried out
by experts. This way of interpreting cytological information, derived either from individual cells,
from a cell population, or from a tissue section is, unavoidably, a ected by human subjectivity.
Clinicians with various levels of experience may give di erent opinions on the same samples, while
the same expert's opinion may vary depending on factors such as fatigue.
Among the various types of cytological images, the ones that present the highest degree of
complexity are those of tissue sections, the main reasons being the diversity of the structures
contained in such a section and the intense variations in staining. The majority of the work
presented in the eld of automated cytology and histology has to do with the analysis of information
from individual cells or from biopsies obtained by brushing or needle aspiration. In these cases,
the cells are well distinguishable from the background and usually from each other, too.
In this paper, we propose a method for the analysis of images obtained by light microscopy
from stained tissue sections. Our goal is to isolate the nuclei of the cells contained in the image for
further analysis. The nucleus is a very important structure within the cell, as far as the diagnosis
of the severity of a tumour is concerned. In cancer, the cell nuclei undergo signi cant changes
which, if quanti ed, can allow the diagnosis and, potentially, the prediction of the course of the
disease.
A problem we will encounter is that of dividing nuclei, which is similar to the one of overlapping
nuclei in thicker tissue sections. Whilst for overlapping nuclei there is a border, in the case of
dividing nuclei there is no such border to be detected. We show that, using information from the
rest of the nuclear boundary, our algorithm proposes a suitable border in regions where the division
has not yet been completed but also gives a likelihood measure which is low (high uncertainty) in
these regions.
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Figure 1: Image of a section of typical connective tissue. The real size of this region is 56  82m.

2 Materials and methods
The images used in this work are microscopic images of laryngeal tissue sections. The sections
have been prepared and provided by the Department of Histopathology of the University College
Hospital in London. Their thickness is 3m. In sections of that thickness we will not encounter
cases of overlapping nuclei but cases of dividing nuclei may occur. The slices have been stained
using the H&E (haematoxylin and eosin) method and embedded in para n. This method results
in the nuclei appearing darker than the cytoplasm and the cytoplasm darker than the extracellular
matter.
The thickness of the slices used is only a fraction of the diameter of a typical nucleus and this
unavoidably leads to many nuclei in the sections appearing smaller than they actually are. Ideally,
for the extraction of diagnostic conclusions of clinical signi cance based on nuclear features, more
parallel sections of the same tissue sample should be taken in order for the most appropriate plane
of view to be determined for each individual nucleus. However, in this study, the main objective
is the presentation of the segmentation algorithm, so this issue will not be addressed. We wish,
furthermore, to develop a practical automated system which performs well using slices which are
prepared according to clinical practice.
The images have been acquired using a Leitz Aristoplan light microscope using a 40 oil
immersion lens (NA=0.65). The microscope was connected to a JVC KY-F55B colour CCD camera,
whose output was fed into a Neotech image grabber and was stored as a .tif image. The camera
records using the PAL system and had a S/N ratio of 58 dB. At the magni cation used the side of
each pixel of the resulting image corresponds to 0.33 m. For our image analysis the RGB image
was transformed into an 8-bit grey-level image1, using the conversion formula
i = 0:33r + 0:5g + 0:17b
where r,g and b are the intensities of the red, green and blue components of the colour image and
i the resulting grey-scale intesity.

2.1 Nuclear segmentation

We can see on the typical tissue section image of Figure 1 that even though the cell nuclei appear,
in general, darker than the surrounding cytoplasm and extracellular matter, not all the nuclei
possess the same chromatin densities, which even vary within the same nucleus. This results
in signi cant grey-level variations inside the nucleus and among di erent nuclei. The variations
are such that segmentation of the nuclei from the rest of the image using simple, or even adaptive
thresholding is not sucient. Furthermore, the existence of other dark regions in the tissue images,
corresponding to nuclear debris, other cellular or extracelular structures, as well as artefacts of the
staining procedure and image acquisition, make the idea of thresholding even less appealing.
Previous studies showed that the result of nuclear or cell segmentation could be greatly improved
if information about the shape of the searched object were incorporated in the segmenation process
1

We used the public domain package XV, version 2.21, developed at the University of Pennsylvania
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed segmentation algorithm
[6, 7, 5]. The method we propose is a hybrid segmentation method in the sense that we use both
global grey-scale information and local edge information, while we also take advantage of prior
knowledge regarding the morphological characteristics of the cell nuclei, which are expected to be
closed shapes with boundary which does not present strong irregularities.
A block diagram of the algorithm we propose in the present study is shown in Figure 2.

2.2 Preprocessing

The preprocessing of each image consists of two stages. In the rst stage, we try to reduce the
number of image edges irrelevant to the nuclei and suppress the e ect of those edges on the detection
algorithm. In the second stage we select a region of the image in which we can safely locate the
nuclei, using only histogram information. The establishment of this region of interest (ROI) is
entirely to reduce the computational time, and has no e ect on the computed results.
If we closely inspect images of nuclei, we can immediately remark that within each of the nuclei
there are grey-scale variations, some of which can be quite intense. An example is the case of
the nucleolus, which typically has a grey-scale distinctly darker than the average grey-scale of the
nucleus. To improve the eciency of our detection algorithm, we wish to minimize or, if possible,
eliminate the e ects of these local grey-scale variations. Since our detection strategy has an edgeoriented component, the occurrence of edges other than the nuclear boundary will complicate the
analysis.
We have chosen a simple approach in which we initially smooth the image with a Gaussian
lter [8] (for other approaches, see [9, 10]). Care, however, must be taken in the choice of the lter
variance  which should be large enough to remove undesired edges but not as large as to result in
image oversmoothing. The choice of  is related to the choices of parameters regarding the bounds
in the sizes of cell nuclei. We, therefore, discuss the determination of  in section 2.3.
Based on the histogram of Figure 3, where the peaks correspond to the nuclear interior (n ),
the cytoplasm (c ) and the extracellular matter, if we threshold our image at c and reject the
regions with higher grey-scale, we retain all those regions in which nuclei may be located even if
their staining is not intense. Optimal thresholding [11] is not appropriate for our application, as
it results in a threshold t which leaves part of the nuclei outside this selected region, as shown in
Figure 4. It also leaves signi cant part of the nuclear boundary outside this optimally thresholded
region of interest. However, as we will see in section 2.3, the nuclear localization procedure uses
edge information which, thus, needs to be preserved.
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Figure 3: Smoothed tissue image grey level histogram.
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Figure 4: Result of thresholding the image of Figure 1 at the grey-level value corresponding to the

optimal threshold between the grey-level distributions relative to the nucleus and to the cytoplasm.
Observe that parts of the nuclei are excluded from the selected regions.
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2.3 Localization and initial segmentation of the nuclei

2.3.1 The Compact Hough Transform (CHT)

One observation that will help us formulate our detection algorithm is that, despite the variations
in the shape of the nuclei, we do not come across any extremely elongated ones. Also, we observe
that there are no very large variations in the size of the nuclei, e.g. all lie within one order of
magnitude of each other. We can, therefore, de ne a maximum and a minimum possible size that
we expect the nuclei to have.
Let us assume that after observing one of our digital images, we determine that for every
nucleus there is a maximum (dmax ) and a minimum (dmin ) distance at which any pixel on the
nuclear boundary could lie from the centroid of the nucleus (Figure 5a). These parameters are
obviously related to the magni cation at which we are looking at our image, but also, in the case
of cancerous tissue, to the degree of the disease. Healthy nuclei tend to have apporximately the
same size throughout the volume of a particular kind of tissue, while cancerous nuclei may become
very enlarged or even very small. By adjusting these parameters at will one is able to search for
objects of di erent sizes. Let us stress at this point that the limits on the distances dmax and
dmin may be extremely loose by setting the two distances much larger and much smaller than the
actual maximum and minimum possible distances of the nuclear boundary from the centroid of
the nucleus. However, the restriction of the nuclear size to an order of magnitude is necessary, as
there are other closed shapes on the same image with size that di ers signi cantly from that of
the nuclei and whose detection we are not interested in. The range of the limits dmax and dmin
will obviously also a ect the computational load of the algorithm.
The width of the smoothing lter S may be obtained by noting that, according to Nyquist's
sampling theorem, two points x1 and x2 will merge (share a common extremum) under the
smoothing operation if
jx1 ? x2 j < 2
If the points are the centroids of the two components of a dividing nucleus and we still wish to
distinguish between them when they are dmin=2 apart, then  must satisfy
2  dmin
2
or, equivalently
  dmin
4
For greatest noise smoothing results we choose the highest possible value of , i.e. dmin=4.
In the majority of studies in which the Hough transform is used for the detection of circles,
ellipses or other arbitrary shapes, edge direction information plays a signi cant role, both because
it reduces the computation performed during the implementation of the transform and, mainly,
because it renders the algorithm more robust. In order to incorporate edge direction information
in the transform, we need to have some information about the shape which we seek to detect. In
our case, the nuclear shape is very irregular and we cannot intue precise prior information about
the direction of the edges at its border. We can, however, assume that the nuclei are largely convex
structures. This means that along the majority of the nuclear border the nuclear interior will lie
in only one of the semi-planes de ned by the tangent to the boundary. In mathematical terms, we
can express this by saying that, if x is the location of the edge pixel in our image and y a location
in the accumulator image, we increment the element A(y) if the distance condition is satis ed and
(x ? y)  n^ > 0
where n^ is the gradient vector at x. Based on the above assumptions, we can initiate an accumulator
array A with dimensions identical to those of our image. All the elements of the array are initially
zero. For every signi cant edge pixel of our image, we increment the value of the elements of the
accumulator array that lie within the semi-annulus centered at the edge pixel, with inner and outer
radii dmin and dmax respectively, and bounded by the line perpendicular to the direction of the
gradient at the edge pixel (Figure 5b).
Our CHT algorithm may thus be summarized as follows
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Figure 5: (a) All the boundary points of the nucleus lie at distances between dmin and dmax from
the nuclear centroid. (b) Compact Hough transform: the value of the accumulator array cells in
the grey semi-annulus is incremented
for i=1 to no of rows
for j=1 to no of columns
if G(x) is signi cant
for all A(y) with

dmin < jx ? yj < dmax and (x ? y)  n^ > 0
A(y) = A(y) + 1

where G is the edge image and A the accumulator image. If we follow Sklansky's notation [12],
the CHT may be expressed as the convolution
A(x) = T (x)  E(x)
where E is the binary image generated by setting

G(x) is signi cant
E(x) = 10 ifotherwise
and T is a binary mask generated from a semi-ring with inner radius dmin and outer radius dmax
centered at the origin, and rotated by an angle  so that the line bisecting the ring is aligned with
the gradient direction at x, i.e.

x is internal to the semi-ring
T (x) = 10 ifotherwise
Obviously, we need to de ne what we mean when we use the term `signi cant'. Before we do
so, however, let us see how our CHT is linked with the original Hough transform (HT) for the
detection of circles. The connection is quite simple and is expressed as
Z r=dmax
HT(x; r)  dr
CHT(x) =
r=dmin

where r is the radial parameter in the circular Hough transform accumulator array [13]. This
simple relation would allow the fast adaptation of existing Hough transform calculation methods
to the problem of detecting closed curves of a priori unknown convex shapes in an image. The
three-dimensional parameter space of the original circular Hough transform is reduced to a twodimensional plane where the value of the accumulator array is a measure of the likelihood of the
individual array element being located inside such a closed curve.
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Figure 6: The distribution of the normalized (in the range 0-255) edge intensities of the image
of Figure 1, following smoothing and isolating the region of interest. The edge pixels with values
greater than t0 are selected as signi cant.

To obtain edge information we apply standard Sobel masks to the smoothed image and threshold
the gradient image in order to reject the large number of edges due to noise and local grey-level
uctuations. For the application of the CHT we only consider as signi cant the edges above the
threshold shown in Figure 6. In this gure we see the histogram of the pixel edge intensities over
the edge image masked by the ROI, normalized in the range 0-255. The threshold t0 is set at
the edge value for which the corresponding number of pixels has dropped to 10% of its maximum
value Nmax , attained at lower edge intensity values. One can possibly try to determine normal
distributions of edges intensities in order to separate signi cant from non-signi cant edges, as
proposed in [14], but for the use of edge information for the CHT, which is tolerant to missing
information, a simple thresholding is sucient and straightforward. Our choice of incrementing
the accumulator image by a xed quantity and not by a quantity dependent upon the magnitude
of the edge as proposed in [13, 10], is imposed by the observation of the non-uniformity of the
nuclear staining.
The resultant accumulator image is itself then processed after the CHT has been applied. This
processing avoids the subsequent detection of a large number of erroneous candidate points by
smoothing the accumulator image with the same Gaussian lter that was used on the original
image itself.

2.3.2 Likelihood function

Once the candidate nuclei locations have been determined, we next need to trace the boundary
around them. The nuclear boundary detection consists of three stages, i.e.
1. We determine an initial set of boundary pixels, based only on information provided by the
image edges.
2. We use a maximum-likelihood algorithm to improve the initial set of pixels.
3. We use a method of posterior probability maximization to determine the optimal set of
boundary pixels.
We perform a radial search from each CHT maximum along a number of search lines. In this
case, we have chosen 32 directions. A power of 2 was preferable for implementation reasons and
this number seemed the most suitable for the nuclear diameters at the given magni cation. Clearly,
this choice is a trade-o between boundary resolution and computational load. Our initial guess
for the nuclear boundary along each search line is the location of maximum gradient. This may
not be the actual boundary point, either because there are other edges in the image interfering or
because of the smoothing of the image. Each of the 32 pixels is denoted by xi, while the entire set
of pixels is
X = fx1; x2; :::; x32g
7

The set of CHT maxima for which no local gradient maximum is detected along some search line
are rejected. We then associate each of the 32 pixels of the proposed boundary set with a likelihood
function l(xi jX). This likelihood function is derived as the product of three partial likelihoods associated with the pixels' grey-scale values, distances from the centroid of the structure and location
relative to the gradient maxima along the search lines. For all three of these components, we assume Gaussian dependence of the corresponding characteristic and estimators of the parameters of
the normal distributions for each of the xi are calculated from the set X0 = X ? fxig. According
to our description, the likelihood function l(xi jX) has the form
l(xi jX) = pgr (xi jX)  pd (xi jX)  pe (xi )
(1)
where
 (B(x ) ?  )2 
i 2 gr
pgr (xijX) = p 1  exp ?
2gr
2  gr

(d(x ) ?  )2 
pd (xijX) = p 1  exp ? i22 d
2  d
d

N
2
X 1
(d(
x
)
?

)
i
 gi
pe (x) = p
 exp ? 22
i=1 2  
In the above equations
gr = E fB(X0 )g
2 = V arfB(X0 )g
gr
d = E fd(X6?n)g
(2)
d2 = V arfd(X6?n)g
(3)
X6?n being the set consisting of the six neighbours of xi in X, and B() and d() denoting the
grey-scale and distance from the structure centroid functions. Function pe (x) is constructed as a
mixture of Gaussians centred at the locations i of gradient maxima along the search lines. The
Gaussians have amplitude gi proportional to the gradient maximum value and standard deviation
equal to that of the original smoothing lter, to counterbalance the uncertainty in the location of
edges introduced by the smoothing operation.

2.4 Likelihood maximization

In this stage of the boundary optimisation, we seek to nd the set of pixels that maximizes the
total likelihood of the system, de ned as
32
Y
L = l(xi jX)
i=1

We achieve this by following an iterative procedure which increases the value of the likelihood
function L by modifying the proposed set of pixels, one direction at a time.
Let
X0 = fx1; x2; :::; x32g
be the initial set of 32 boundary pixels generated as discussed earlier. For each of these pixels we
calculate the individual likelihood functions
li0 = l(xi jX0); i = 1; 2; :::; 32
as well as the total likelihood function
32
Y
L(X0 ) = li0
Let

i=1

j = ArgMin(li0 )
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be the index of the pixel with the lowest value of individual likelihood function. We search along
the j-th radial search line for the pixel xm , with m given by
m = ArgMax(L(Xmod
i )); k = 1; 2; :::; N

that maximizes the value of the the total likelihood function. Xmod
i is the modi ed set of pixels
created from X0 by substituting xj with xk and N is the number of pixels examined along each
search line. Once the pixel xm has been determined xj is substituted by xm in the original X0.
If no pixel has been found along the j-th search line that increases the value of L compared to
L(X0 ), pixel xj remains intact. We then repeat the search along the search line corresponding to
the pixel with the next lowest value of the individual likelihood function. Eventually all the search
lines have been searched and the resulting set of pixels is denoted with X1 .
The process is continued iteratively and every time, after a complete search along the search
lines, a new set of pixels, characterised by greater likelihood is generated. The set created after
the t-th iteration will be denoted with Xt. The optimization process is terminated when, after an
entire iteration we nd that
Xt+1 = Xt
The convergence of the algorithm we present is guaranteed. Each iteration leads by de nition
to a non-decreasing likelihood value:
L(Xt+1 )  L(Xt )
Furthermore, L(X) is bounded above by the optimal likelihood value in the ( nite) possible set
of combinations of the pixels lying on the chosen radial directions and at distances between dmax
and dmin around each CHT maximum. Since there are only a nite number of possible pixel sets,
we conclude that the system will converge, at the most, in this nite number of steps. However,
it is possible that the state the system reaches after the completion of the maximum likelihood
optimization does not actually correspond to the ideal nuclear boundary. The complexity of the
texture of a tissue section image is such that errors can often occur for individual boundary points.
Also, in the case of nuclei in the process of division or shortly after its completion, the nuclear
boundary is either not clear or nonexistent. In many cases this would result in a proposed nuclear
boundary which presents irregularities incompatible with the expected shape of a nucleus. This
issue of regularity of the nuclear boundary is recti ed by the use of a constraint correlating the
distances of neighbouring boundary points.

2.5 Prior knowledge inclusion

As previously discussed, in the construction of the likelihood function we have assumed that the
distance of boundary pixels from the nuclear centroid follows (locally) a normal distribution. Now,
in order to achieve regularity of the nuclear boundary, we express this assumption in the form of
a constraint: each boundary pixel's distance has to be correlated with its neighbouring boundary
pixels in a strict rule of the form
d (xi ) ?  d (xi) < d(xi) < d (xi ) +  d (xi )
where d (xi ) and d (xi ) are given by Equations 2 and 3 and is a constant, characteristic of
the desired regularity. Along each radial search direction we nd the pixels that lie within this
particular range of distances and among them we choose the one that maximizes the likelihood
function.
The selection of is important, as a very small will not allow the boundary pixel set to
follow the curves of the actual nuclear border and will tend to produce a circle around the nuclear
centroid. On the other hand, a very large will not have the desired regularization e ect and the
pixel set derived from the likelihood maximization will carry all its irregularities. In practice, we
nd that = 1:5 gives good results in the regularization procedure. The value of was set on a
training image and was not adjusted later.
This restriction, as well as the obvious smoothing e ect of the nuclear border has one more
consequence: the regions that are most a ected by this process are the ones where the likelihood
9

has low values, where the border is not well de ned. Especially in the case of dividing nuclei, the
proposed pixels will be the result of optimization on near random grey-scale uctuations, where
distance will play a minor role. With the constraint, distance information from nearby, well-de ned
edge pixels is explicitly included while those well-de ned pixels are not a ected due to their high
likelihood function value.
To produce the continuous nuclear boundary from the set of 32 border pixels we use a method
similar to the Bresenham line algorithm [15] and the resulting boundary is then coded with an
8-connected chain code [16, 17].

2.6 Grey-level rejection

Now that we have estimated a set of boundaries around each CHT maximum, we proceed to
reject structures that do not satisfy a grey-level criterion. By sampling grey-scale values from each
candidate nucleus, we can impose a stricter grey-level criterion than the one for the determination
of the ROI. Indeed, in reference to the histogram of Figure 3, we have assumed that the population
of the samples from the nuclei have a grey-level compatible with that of the rst histogram peak
at n , while for the cytoplasm, the grey-level samples are from the second peak at c . Assuming
normal distributions, the probability of a pixel x interior to a nucleus being of a grey-level Bi will
be

? n )2 
(4)
p[B(x) = Bi ] = p 1 exp ? (Bi 2
2  n
n2
and the probability of g(x) being greater than a threshold T is (assuming 8-bit grey coding)
 (i ?  )2 
255
X
1
p(g(x) > T) = p
exp ? 22n
2  n i=T +1
n
In the above equations, n is the variance of the nuclear grey-level distribution. A sample of N
pixels from a nucleus would
p have an average following a normal distribution with the same average
but with a variance n = N. The sampling method we followed involved selecting all the pixels
along two directions perpendicular to each other and intersecting at the structure centroid. For a
typical nuclear diameter of 10 m this method of sampling gives a total of approximately 50-60
pixels, resulting in a decrease of the variance, for the average grey-level of the samples, by a factor
of 1=7. This observation allows us to reject all the structures for which the average grey-level of
the sample pixels is higher the threshold t (Figure 3), at the valley between n and c .

3 Results and discussion
We have applied our algorithm to several images, with very encouraging results. In Figure 7a
we see the region of interest (ROI) superimposed on the original image. The region of interest
comprises, as well as the nuclei, also part of the cytoplasm in the image and omits a signi cant
part of the image which contains edges that would slow down the processing. In Figure 7b we see
the nal result of our segmentation.
Note the three nuclei at the top right of the image. One of the three nuclei, even though it is
not well segmented initially, is brought to a better state by the optimisation algorithm and nally,
with the second optimisation conditional to distance priors, is extracted (Figure 8). For the other
two nuclei, which were extracted while in the process of division, the algorithm detects the easily
indenti able boundary segments and chooses the maximumlikelihood solution for the region where
the division was still in progress.
For all the images on which the optimisation method we presented was used, two or three
iterations of the likelihood optimisation procedure followed by between one and four iterations
of the optimisation loop with the constraint presented in section 2.5 were enough to achieve the
nuclear segmentation.
As we mentioned earlier, the value of for this constraint which gave the best result was
= 1:5. Figure 9 shows the result produced when is given the values of 1 and 2. When = 1
the distance restriction is too tight and this results in the boundary not being able to follow the
natural curves of the nuclear border. The result is a "rounded" approach of the actual boundary.
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Figure 7: (a) The boundaries of the region of interest (ROI), and (b) Segmented image.
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Figure 8: Two stages in the boundary optimisation process applied on the image of Figure 1 (de-

tail): (a) Initial boundary selection, (b) Boundary following maximum likelihood optimisation, (c)
Boundary following maximum likelihood optimisation with the distance prior included.

As the value of increases, the system becomes more tolerant to irregularities of the proposed
boundary. For = 2 we observe that the system is no longer able to correct the proposed boundary
for the bottom left nucleus of the group of three nuclei previously discussed, while for larger
practically no correction is made to the result of the main optimisation process. Furthermore,
we have found that for = 1 the number of iterations needed for the system to converge often
exceeded 10. With larger this is reduced to 1-2, but the e ect of the optimization may be very
small. We found that with = 1:5 we could successfully process approximately 95% of the images
of nuclei in our database for which a reasonable rst approximation of the boundary was possible
using the gradient information (approximately 200 nuclei).
Figures 10a and 10b show the result of the application of our segmentation strategy on two
other test images of di erent complexity. On the image of Figure 10a the segmentation has been
accurately performed. On the more complex image of Figure 10b the segmentation has accurately
detected the borders of most of the nuclei in the image. For the nucleus on the upper left, however,
the algorithm suggests the existence of two substructures. This may be due to the distribution of
the chromatin density inside the nucleus. One nucleus (centred on [120,40]) is completely ignored
by the algorithm. The nucleus missed by our detection strategy is quite weakly and unevenly
stained and it also appears to be partially covered by another nucleus.
In Figure 11a we see the histogram showing the distribution of the log-likelihood values for all
the boundary pixels in the image of Figure 1. The majority of the likelihood values are in the range
[e?8 ; e?4]. By thresholding these values at the position e?8:66, where the histogram presents a local
minimum, we can select the boundary pixels with high uncertainty of belonging to a true boundary.
In practical applications continuous log-likelihood measures are to be preferred. Figure 11b shows
the result of rejecting the boundary seed pixels with values lower than this threshold. We observe
that the remaining seed pixels indeed belong to locations where the boundary is clear.
We note, nally, that the introduction of the ROI does not bias the nal results of the method.
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Figure 9: The result of the optimisation for values of (a) 1, and (b) 2.
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Figure 10: Segmentation of two test image of (a) medium and (b) high complexity.
However, it renders the algorithm much faster. In tests we performed, depending on the image,
the algorithm with the use of the ROI ran from two to seven times faster than without the use
of the ROI. In the particular test image of Figure 1, the number of oating point operations was
four times less in the case where the ROI was used. This was due to the fact that the CHT loop
(presented in section 2.3) is executed for only a portion of the image. As far as the optimisation is
concerned, the ROI does not have any e ect, as the edges excluded from the ROI are characterised
by grey-level and gradient values that generate very low pgr and pe values, and hence lead to very
low likelihoods. One further bene t from the inclusion of the ROI is the fact that the number of
CHT local maxima is signi cantly reduced and restrained in the ROI, so that the optimization
procedure is only performed for the CHT maxima included in the ROI.
Our method consists of two distinct parts: one for the detection of possible nuclear locations
via the application of the Compact Hough Transform and one for the boundary optimisation via
the likelihood maximisation. These two sub-methods are proposed in this work as alternative to
other, already existing methods.
As far as the detection of possible nuclear locations is concerned, one could use simpler methods
than the Compact Hough transform, which is responsible for the main load of computations in
our proposed algorithm. The local minima of a strongly smoothed image could be used as starting
points of the boundary search instead. Again, the strength of the smoothing should, somehow,
be determined. Strong image smoothing may cause the merging of neighbouring nuclei and the
subsequent loss of image information. The Hough transform approach uses all the edge information
which is not lost by the initial noise smoothing. Our approach proposes a location for a nucleus
based on all the edge information around this location and, therefore, even with incomplete or
unclear boundaries, or even if the stain used is does not give the clearest view of the nucleus
possible, it will still give a good estimate for the position of the nuclei. Indeed, this is one of the
main advantages in using the Hough transform.
Regarding the optimization procedure, there have been other methods proposed which aim at
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Figure 11: (a) Histogram of the log-likelihood for all the boundary pixels in the image. (b) Image
with boundary pixels with likelihoods greater than the threshold of e?8:66
minimising an energy functional [10], or a statistical error [18]. The innovation of the boundary
optimization approach we propose is that it has been formulated in the framework of a set of
likelihood operators. The likelihood function we introduce takes into consideration both gradient
and grey-level information and penalizes abrupt transitions along the nuclear boundary. Noise
introduced by the staining and scanning procedures is locally smoothed at the preprocessing stage
and, therefore, its e ect is reduced. Compared to [10] and [18] our method uses simpler and fewer
measures for the formulation of the likelihood function, making it computationally more attractive.
The problem that local likelihood maxima may be reached, which may not represent the optimal
border is still existent and increases with the image complexity. This is a problem found in all
existing algorithms and may be partially overcome by subsequent re-optimization excluding pixels
of low likelihood.
The concept of seeking a boundary in radial directions from a point of origin was initially been
introduced for cell nuclei detection in [6]. However, in this original application the boundary was
selected among grey-level isointensity curves and the curvature characteristics were used solely for
the purpose of selecting which of the existing proposed set of curves was the less irregular. The
only other processing performed was a comparison of the area included within that border with
the nuclear area proposed following a straighforward threshloding operation.
The samples we have studied with our algorithm were stained using a commercial H&E stain
as this is used in clinical practice. Other stains, such as the Feulgen, have been used in the existing
literature for research involving the segmentation of cell nuclei [19, 20]. In [21] haematoxylin stains
are proposed as the stains giving the best image segmentation results. In a dedicated experiment,
various stains may be used to achieve more intense staining of the nucleus compared to the rest of
the cell, possibly leading to better segmentation results.

4 Conclusions
We have presented a multistage nuclear segmentation algorithm which is highly applicable to light
microscope images of stained tissue sections. Our method consists of two independent parts:
1. The compact Hough transform application, used to establish the possible positions of nuclei
in the image.
2. The likelihood maximization, used to provide a maximum likelihood nuclear boundary.
Our method has produced good results even in the case of nuclei in the process of division, preparing
the ground for the extraction of useful morphological measurements from them. At a later stage,
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these measurements may be used to classify the nuclei as well as the entire tissue section according
to degree of malignancy or other criteria, using conventional statistics or neural networks.
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